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Lewis
I was very interested to see the Lewis Gun Tension Tester in Equilibrium (2009 ed 3). I have had
one of these for some time but didn’t know what it was until I read the article. Mine is a Resilient
made by Hill of Birmingham. It is identical to the one shown including what appears to be a
distorted screwdriver point. There is an arrow mark.
I obtained 3 different of manuals for the Lewis Gun, which are available from Naval and Military
Press Ltd, Uckfield, East Sussex. From these manuals the function of the balance becomes clear.
To strip the gun for maintenance the following tools are needed:
A spring balance, the correct spanner for the barrel-locking nut with a screwdriver end and a round
of ammunition, live or dummy. The point of a bullet is needed to;
‘Press and hold; lift hook; pry up; press out; press down;
depress’
I imagine the flat bladed curved tool was found more useful
than the bullet end for some of the above operations.
The spring balance was used to tension the return spring to
10 – 14lb.
The Lewis Gun
In one instruction manual a single reference is made to a ‘stripping
tool’ and another refers to a ‘balance spring combination’. It is not clear what this item is unless it
refers to the tension tester.
Otherwise there is no direct mention of this
tool. I wonder how many were made.
The Home Guard was issued with Lewis
Guns in WW2; are there any former Home
Guard members who handled these
weapons?
This is an interesting item; a pity that it was
used to maintain a killing machine. Leslie Munn
Resilient Tension Tester & 303 Bullet
(The calibre of the British version of
Whatever happens, we have got
The Gatling gun and they have not!
the weapon)
Hillaire Belloc

Heavy or Watt?

Here we have another of Kath Malcom’s postcards, which for a
change, doesn’t feature a fat lady destroying a scale. The elaborately adorned creature is of course, a
heavy workhorse dressed in its ceremonial finery. These magnificent animals once provided all the
motive power for agriculture and transport. The one shown is a Shire, from the English Midlands;
recognisable by its size; bigger than the Suffolk, Clydesdale and Percheron; and the characteristic
‘feathery feet’.
According to Jethro Tull (the gnomic rock group rather than the seed drill bloke) the heavy horse
stands ‘18 hands (6ft or 1.8m) at the shoulder’. It can weigh up to an imperial ton.
When James Watt wanted to advertise the ability of his steam engines to supplant existing motive
technologies he chose the horse as the standard unit. He formalised the previously vague concept of
‘horsepower’ as a work-rate unit of 550 ft/lb per second. That is to say a good horse could raise a
weight of 550lb by one foot in a second and he rated his engines according to this unit of ‘power’*,
as work rate became known.
The horsepower is still used to rate motor vehicles but the international SI unit of power is of course
the Watt (a work rate of 1 Joule** per second), named after the 18th century engineer.

*Scale people of course have a different definition of the
term ‘power’, where it refers to the degree of instability
in the beam or steelyard of an accelerating scale.
** Named after James Prescott Joule, another UK
pioneer of science. The Joule is the unit of energy and
represents the work done when one Newton (the unit of
force, named after Isaac Newton) moves its point of
application through one metre. The UK is surprisingly
well represented in the nomenclature of, what many of
its citizens still regarded as the ‘foreign’ Metric System.

How Heavy Horses? When Kath sent in the
postcard she raised the question of how you
would go about actually weighing something as big as a horse! It turns out that monitoring a horse’s
weight is actually very important in order to ensure optimum health and fitness and that various web
sites discuss the problem at some length (usually trying to sell something admittedly). It is
suggested that you can visit a public weighbridge but the downside is that you will have to travel
(somewhat stating the obvious I would have thought).
Through the wonders of load cell technology it is now possible to have your own portable horse
weighbridge that will weigh up to 1500kg.
There are also mensuration methods, which can be carried out, with a standard tape measure.
Apparently;
Measurements in Centimetres
Special conversion tapes (akin to the Dalton ‘Weighband’ for cattle and pigs, see below) are also
available. It is however stated that these methods are ‘very inaccurate’, which rather seems to
defeat the object of the exercise.

Weighing up Baby
Following the piece from Leslie Munn in
Edition 5 about the weighing of babies by
midwives, Norman Biggs has supplied a
postcard, circa 1920. This shows a (rather
large) baby being weighed using a little
straight hand spring balance. A proper sling is
being used for photographic purposes.

You Dirty Weights!
When reviewing the film career of Jimmy
Cagney one does not normally picture him in
the role of a Weights and Measures Inspector!
Amid the better-known Gangster and Cop portrayals however he did make two films, which
involved weight fraud and deception. One, from 1936, was called ‘Great Guy’: aka The Pluck of
the Irish (you’d be amazed at some of the web sites I encountered when I Googled ‘Great Guy’).
In this film, Cagney, playing one Johnny ‘Red’ Cave takes over as the head of a city’s Weights
and Measures Bureau. Naturally, he ends up cracking an evil crime ring with links to civic
corruption whilst combating minor trade fraud (who hasn’t done that?) The film is pretty corny but
does memorably show some of the deceptive practices perpetrated by dishonest traders at that time
(lead weights inside chickens, soft fruit punnets with ‘false bottoms’ etc).
Cagney, of course, indulges in a bit of counter leaping and face punching in the course of his
‘inspections’. They clearly do things differently in the US of A.
The second film is called ‘A Lion is in the Streets’ and is a ‘sawn off’ version of a novel, often
referred to as ‘lurid’ (the racial references, in the book, are certainly ‘of their time’), by Adria Locke
Langley. Made in 1953, the film is set in a southern American State (apparently Louisiana, despite

references in the book to the Magnolia State which is Mississippi) and tells the story of Hank
Martin, an itinerant seller of dubious merchandise who aspires to high political office.
Hank Martin is thought to be based on erstwhile Louisiana Governor Huey Long (rather than the
lead guitarist of the Shadows). He apparently sets out as a brash but principled defender of the poor
against the rich and powerful in a State with a corrupt ‘Tammany Hall’ style administration. He
champions the cause of poor sharecroppers who are being continually short weighted by the local
cotton ‘gins’. In a State that has no effective Weights and Measures enforcement it becomes
necessary for the defrauded farmers to take action for themselves. Led by Martin, the growers storm
one of the gins and discover the set of fake poises that are being used to systematically under-weigh
the incoming loads of cotton. For the ‘heavy metal ‘brigade the film features a nice period Steelyard
Weighbridge. Technically the weighing scene is a bit dodgy. The load of cotton apparently weighs
exactly 2200lb and exactly 1600lb when the false poises are used (there is a saying that ‘a round
weight is a wrong weight’) Gunfire, and mayhem naturally occur around the weighbridge before the
systematic criminality of the manager is
proved. Martin is eventually revealed to be a
self-serving individual who sells out the
sharecroppers for a chance of the State
Governorship. The farmers turn on him and he
is shot dead (by a character played by Cagney’s
sister).
Who’d have thought weights and measures
could be so exciting? John Knights

Scales Away
The item in Fulcrum, edition 4, about coal
weighing, reminded me of when I was
transferred from Avery’s in Birmingham, to the
Burton on Trent branch. I found that the branch
foreman, a Leicestershire man had scant regard
The cotton-weighing scene, from ‘A Lion is
for the intelligence of the people of
in the Streets’
Staffordshire. As a corollary to this vile
calumny he advised me that the local coal merchants were ‘puddled with beer’ and were not to
joked with. Being of a jocular nature I was unable to heed this advice and found I was actually able
to produce the odd sale when the pitch was laced with humour. At this time merchants carried their
deadweight and weights on the back of the vehicle. In pursuance of Newton’s First Law of Motion,
which still applied in Staffordshire at this time, these items were, on a regular basis, propelled, into
the county’s voluminous ditches as crazy coal lorries sped round corners. This created regular, if
comparatively low value sales opportunities*. It was a sad day for Avery’s when the requirement to
carry scales on delivery vehicles was revoked. One day, I was speaking to a merchant about
replacing his recently jettisoned scale and decided to enliven the tedium with a little levity. I asked
him if he wanted the normal or one of the new ‘lightweight’ deadweights. He asked what the
difference was so I told him they were easier to carry and cost no more. He paid cash (one
advantage of dealing with coal merchants). The ‘lightweight’ pattern of course did not exist and the
merchant soon discovered his purchase was no easier to carry than its predecessor. At such a time,
fleetness of foot was a distinct advantage. In my defence I would say that as most coalmen were
well able to destroy even a hefty Avery 456 with its welded construction and malleable cast iron
beam in a fairly short time a lightweight alloy machine would have stood no chance! Bob Myers
Editor’s note* Bob’s reference to ‘low value sales’ rings a
little hollow today. The ‘coalie’s’ deadweight is one of the
few pieces of traditional weighing equipment for which
there is still some demand despite there being electronic
alternatives to the old accelerator. Merchants complain that
it slows the job of sack filling down if they have to watch an
indicator instead of just shovelling until the plate gently
drops so, still prefer the simple machine. Suppliers of
deadweights are now, however, few and far between and a
merchant can expect to have to pay up to £1000 for a new
or even newish one. You might think they would stop
leaving them out in the rain

Confectionery Conundrums
Regarding Norman’s piece on weights with company names on, I have some as well. I have a 2oz
weight, similar to the Berry & Warmington illustrated, except marked W&T Avery Co. It is verified
C/GR/371 and has F/38 stamped on the base. I also have Avery stainless steel weights from the
1950s. The term ‘stainless’ is somewhat notional in this case as one is severely pitted. I also have
rectangular 2dr and 1dr weights (14x18mm) bearing the Cadbury logo. These are cut from stainless
steel strip and do not appear to be trade weights as they are simply marked 2 & 1 without any units.
Bob Myers
We have also received a contribution from a Gentleman called
Graham Weeks who found Fulcrum on the website. He has a run of
5, steel, flat circular, Avery weights (¼oz to 4oz) over stamped with
the Cadbury name. The weights bears verification stamp numbers
370, 371 & 372 (Smethwick) with dates 1959 - 1968. The ¼ oz is
shown left. (© Graham Weeks, reproduced with permission) Graham
has his own website dealing with coin scales. Those interested can
access this at,
http://freespace.virgin.net/gray.weeks/homescales.htm
Mea Culpa
In the last issue we advertised Brian George’s book on John
Sheldon and his wares. I unfortunately got his email address slightly wrong (regrettably there is no
such thing as slightly wrong in the digiverse). Brian can actually be contacted at
george@bands232.fsnet.co.uk and not as previously stated. If you want one of his books, Brian
tells me he accepts payment by Paypal, personal cheque, convertible currency, sacks of gold etc.
John Knights

Management Committee Bulletin 03/2009
During the ISASC (E) Management Committee Meeting of 10.10.09 the following points were
discussed.
David Apps was appointed to fill the Publications Officer vacancy. Janet and Michael expressed a
wish to step down from their posts of Meetings Secretary and Membership Secretary, respectively,
after 2010. Volunteers are sought for these positions.
Phase I of the preparation of a copy of the scalemaker's index (Diana's cards) has been completed.
All cards have been scanned, and several digital copies have been made and are separately stored by
Thomas and Norman. An agreement has been entered between ISASC(E) and Diana which assigned
the copyright of the data to ISASC. Phase II is underway, which concerns the editing of the
scanned files in such a way that they can be searched by name of the scalemaker. It is aimed to
publish the data in this form, as a CD/DVD, and make it commercially available to Members and
other interested parties.
In a slight change to earlier plans, the 2010 meetings are now scheduled as follows. The spring
meeting will be held at the Scales and Rural Museum of John Wintour and Mark Haines, on April
18th. There will be no formal talks and no bourse at this meeting. The summer meeting will be held
at the premises of Herberts the scalemakers on invitation of Richard Herbert, on the occasion of that
firm's 250th anniversary. The exact date will be announced; it is most probably a Sunday towards
the beginning of July. There will be formal talks and a bourse, concentrating on Herberts and
related subjects. The autumn meeting including the AGM is planned for October 10th at Kegworth.
The auditing of the Society's accounts has been successfully handed over to Peter Cutting. The
Treasurer and the Committee expressed their gratitude to Vivienne Taylor for many years of service
as past auditor. Although the accounts of the Society are in good order, a noticeable reduction of
funds has taken place in the last year, due to:
- worsening exchange rate to the US Dollar, making EQM more expensive
- declining membership, reducing income and also making EQM more expensive
- extraordinary expenses incurred in conjunction with the visit of the US congregation.
The Committee will recommend to the Membership to leave the annual subscription rate unchanged
for 2010. However, finances will be closely monitored during the coming year, and the subscription
rate for 2011 may be reviewed as a result.
The next Management Committee Meeting is planned to be in March
2010

